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Introduction and preliminaries
According to the terminology of Hall [6, 7] or of Petrich [19] for inverse semigroups, a strict regular semigroup is a regular subdirect product of completely O-simple and/or completely simple semigroups. An equivalent definition says that a regular semigroup S is strict if and only if each local submonoid eSe, e E E(S), is a semilattice of groups (see [6] as an e-variety-have been obtained in [6, 7] .
Generally speaking, the structure of a strict regular semigroup S can be reconstructed from the partially ordered set of its principal ideals X = S/9, the partial semigroups of its 2-classes J, = I,* ((Y E X), and certain mappings f, p : I;+-Zf (a 2 p) satisfying several compatibility conditions.
On the other hand, a similar construction appears in [23] and [l] . In these papers all semi-groups are determined for which each ideal and each principal ideal, respectively, is a retract. At variance with the case of strict regular semigroups S, the semigroups in the latter papers in general do not have completely O-simple principal factors whereas the partially ordered set S/g has the more specific form of a semilattice.
The aim of this paper is to give a description of the congruences on a strict regular semigroup S in terms of the parameters X, Iit, kr,B which determine the structure of S. Each congruence p on S induces an equivalence relation Py =(I-,v$')/J on X = S/g which satisfies several compatibility conditions. Given this induced equivalence relation pY, there are two possibilities to describe the congruence p: one possibility is by a tuple ( pv, p,) of relations where Cu runs over X/p, and p, is a partial congruence on the partial groupoid Zg = lh~$l~~ 1 a E ci} which arises from p in a natural way. The second possibility to dcscribc p is by means of the tuple (p?, p,,), a E X, where p,, = pi,:. Both tuplcs-called congruence aggregates-can be characterized abstractly in order that they determine a unique congruence on S. For the first possibility, this will be provided in Section 2. Section 3 describes the join and meet of a set of congruences in the language of congruence aggregates. Section 4 then obtains necessary and sufficient conditions on the semigroups under study in order that the congruence lattice be contained in a variety 'k" of modular lattices. The results of Sections 2-4 are valid for a wider class than strict regular semigroups.
For the special case when X = S/g forms a semilattice the results have been obtained by Auinger [2] . Sections 2-4 are essentially based on that paper. The concept of congruence aggregates has been introduced by Petrich to describe congruences on strong semilatticcs of regular simple scmigroups and on completely regular semigroups [20, 211 . For several results concerning congruences and the congruence lattice of a regular semigroup see [14, 1.51. In Section 5 some additional results concerning two congruences on the congruence lattice of S are obtained. For the remainder of this section we collect certain definitions and results, which will be essential for our considerations. For undefined notions and terminology the reader is referred to the book of Howie [8] . For an arbitrary semigroup S. %(S) denotes the (complete) lattice of all congruences on S. Join and meet are denoted by v and II (or V and n). The lattice of all equivalence relations on a set X is denoted by g(X). The identical and universal relations on a set X are denoted by F = Ed and w = wX, respectively.
For a semigroup S let S": be the partial groupoid which arises from S by removing its (possibly existing) zero. Let S and T be semigroups.
A mappingf : S"'+ T" is a partial homomorphism if for any x,y E S", xy E S'", then (xf)( yf) E T" and (xf)( yf) = (xy)f. The following construction will occur throughout the paper:
Construction.
Let X be a partially ordered set, to each LY E X associate a O-simple semigroup ICY so that /z n ZG = 0 whenever CY # p. Suppose that for each pair (Y 2 p there is a partial homomorphism f,,, : lg+ f$ subject to the following conditions:
(1) f,., = id,,,
fI./&., =f,., whenever (Y 2 /3 2 y, (3) for any x E I:, y E Zz (a,@ E X), the set has a greatest element, to be denoted by 6(x, y).
Let S= U uEx I: and define a binary operation on S by where x E I,*, y E Zz and the product is computed in Z~~r,Vj. The resulting groupoid will be denoted by (X; Z,, f,,,).
The following result is easy to prove (see also [3, Proposition 2.21).
Proposition 1.1. For the groupoid S = (X; ICY, f,,,) the following hold. (1) S is a semigroup. (2) Green's relation 2 is given by the partition { Zz 1 N E X}. (3) s/$=X (q ua ordered sets). 0
The construction above describes the structure of strict regular semigroups: Definition. A partially ordered set (X, 5) is strictly ordered or is a strict set if there is a strict regular semigroup S such that S/2 ^I X.
Congruence aggregates for S = (X; Z,, f,,,)
In the present section let S = (X; I,, f,,a), X being a strict partial order and each I, being O-simple. The first results provide some useful information on multiplication and congruences on S = (X; I,, fa,a).
Lemma 2.1. Let x E Z]r, y E Zg, 6 = 6(x, y), (Y L y 2 6, p 2 F 2 6; then xy = (xf,,,)(Yf~.,). 0
Lemma2.2.
Letcu?p?y?6EX,xEZ~,yEZ~andxpyforsomepE%(S).
Then z p zfO,, for all z E ZE. 0
The proofs of these lemmas are straightforward generalizations of the proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 in [2] . In the following the 'projection' of a congruence p E Cc(S) onto the strictly ordered set X = S/g will be defined. This is the natural generalization of the congruence pv in [2] to the case of X being a strict set rather than a semilattice.
Definition.
Let S = (X; I,, Ar,p) and p E q(S). For a,/3 E X let a pT p e there is Y 5 cx,P: x P xf(,,, and Y P Yfo., forallxEZz, yEI;. 
PYI(U, is a congruence on the semilattice (CY] for each (Y E X.
Proof. The relation pF is reflexive (since f,,, = id,,) and symmetric. Suppose that (Y py p and /3 py y for some (~,p,y E X such that CY # p, p # y. By definition there are 6,s E X such that (i) x p xfU,s for all x E Zg, (ii) y p yf,,, and y p yfp,F for all y E Zg and (iii) z p zfy., for all z E ZG. In particular, u p u for some u E I:, u E IT. Let s E Z; such that su E I:. Then su p su and su E ZE for some v 5 8,~. By Lemma 2.2, af,., p a for all a E Zz and thus, since f,., = fU,6 f8,,, it follows that x P xf,., for all x E Zz. Also, h = 6 A F exists. By Lemma 2.2, x p xf,., for all x E Z,T. By analogy also z p z~Y.~ for all z E ZG. In particular, pu is an equivalence relation.
To show (1) let a pv p. If (Y = /3 then (1) trivially holds. Otherwise let y 5 CY,~ be as in the definition of py Since f,,, = id,; we obtain that a! pg y pF p. Finally let a,p,y E X, a # p such that ay = cr A y and /3y = p A y exist, and suppose that a py p. Then x p xf,,, and y p yfp,6 for some 6 5 CY,/~ and all x E Z,*, y E Z;. Let x,s E Zz so that sx E I:. By Lemma 2.1, x p xL?,~ implies that for some c 9 (.uy,6. By Lemma 2.2, u p ufa,,,,p for all u E I<:, where cur@ = cuy A /3 = inf{a, /3, r} w ic h' h meet exists. By analogy also u p ufpy,ayp for all u E Zp*,, so that QY pub Pr. 0
Definition.
Let X be a strictly ordered set. An equivalence relation 5 on X is a congruence if it satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.3. The set of all congruences on X, ordered by inclusion, will be denoted by g(X).
Let X be a strictly ordered set. A subset Y C X is convex if for any a,/3 E Y, cr < ~3, the entire interval [(I', p] = {y E X 1 a 5 y 5 /?} is contained in Y. Denote by 5 = 5(X) the set of all nonempty, convex and (downwards) directed subsets of X.
In the following, 'directed' always will mean downwards directed.
Let T E 3 and let J(T) denote the ideal in X which is generated by T. the semigroup I, is the (partial) semigroup S, modulo the equivalence relation which is generated by all pairs (x, xf,,a), to which a zero is adjoined if T is not an ideal in X. Also, ZF is the inductive limit of the partial semigroups Zz (a E T). The latter implies that IT= ZE if U is an order ideal in T.
Definition. The semigroup I, is the (0-)simpfe semigroup of S associated with T.
Let Z be a (0)-simple semigroup. Then
Let Z be a O-simple semigroup. By a partial congruence on I* we mean an equivalence relation p on I" such that for x,y E Zkk with x p y and z E I* it follows that zy (yz) is contained in I* if and only if zx (xz) also is and zx p zy Proof.
(1) Convexity of (~5 follows by property (2) in Proposition 2.3. Property (1) in Proposition 2.3 says that cy[ is directed. To prove (2) let a.$,/35 E X/t such that y 2 6 for y E CY[, 6 E /3..$. There will be no confusion if the relation zxi6 simply will be abbreviated by 2. Reflexitivity of 2 is clear. Let y ' E a[, 6' E p[ such that y ' 5 6 '. By (1) there is E 5 6,6 ' such that 6 5 E 5 6 '. By the definition of a congruence on a strict set, ~7' 5 6'~' = y' and thus y 5 my' (and all these meets exist). By (1) and FY' 5 6 5 y it follows that 6 E y[ = ae and thus (~5 = pt. In particular, 2 is antisymmetric on X/t. To prove transitivity, let c~<,/?c,ye E X/t, cu~cu5,P,P'~P5andy~y5suchthata~PandP'~y.Thereexists6~P,P'
such that p 5 6 5 ~3'. Since .$ is a congruence on (~3'1 we get yS 5 y and 76 5 p 5 LY. In particular, 2,., is transitive on X/t. 0
The following development is quite similar to that of (2, Section 21. Let p E g(S). Then p1 E g(X).
The elements of X/p,, to be denoted by Cu = opt, are nonempty, convex and directed subsets of X. For each Cr we therefore can consider the associated (0-)simple semigroup I,. The relation p, can be identified with a congruence on I<; which is nonuniversal if I, has a zero. 
Let 5 E G?(X), &,p E X1< such that Cu 2 p (with respect to the partial order of Lemma 2.6(2)). Let X E td, a E 6, p E p, p 1 a, x E X n fz. Then let 
Lemma 2.8. Let p E g(S), T E 5, (w,p E T, T C 'up? and x E I:, y E I;. Zf x (TV y then x p y. Cl
By the next statement it can be seen that each congruence p on S = (X; I,, , xt.p) is uniquely determined by the relations py and p,;, Cu E X/p,. Proof. For x,y E Zg let X p, 9. For x E X and y E 7 by Theorem 2.9 we have x p y. Let 2 E Zi, x E Zz n X, y E Z*, fly for (Y, y E 15 and z E Zg tl Z for Z3 E fi. Since 6 2 p there exist 6 E 6 and p' E p such that 6 2 p'. Also, there is E E 0 such that p P e 5 p'. On the other hand there are (~',y' E 6 such that LY' 5 (w,6 and y' 5 y,6. Since pv is a congruence on ( Dually also (yfs,p)Z pi (ff6.p)Z holds. 0
For a large class of semigroups (including regular semigroups) the following stronger property holds.
Corollary 2.12. If for each x E S there exist I,r,r, E S such that 1,x = x = xr,, then for all p E g(S), X p, y implies 2f6,B pp yf6,p whenever a 2 p in X/p,.
Proof. Let x E X n I,*, y E ~7 n Zf so that X pG 7 and j 5 6. Similarly as above it can be seen that there are ff',y ' The main result of this section will be summarized in the following. [20] and of the author's unpublished dissertation.
Join and meet of congruences
In this section we give a description of joins and meets of congruences on In general, %(X) is not a n-subsemilattice of '8'(X) as the following example demonstrates.
Consider the semilattice E consisting of the elements {a, b, a,, b,, a2, b2, 0} depicted by The associated projections onto X are given by
It can be verified easily that p f? n = cS and pv fl vy = {{a, /3}, {r}, {a}, { p}} which is not a congruence on the strict set X. However, the greatest congruence 5 on X contained in pv fl qv is given by 5 = .sX = (p fl n)y. The author is grateful to the referee for having pointed out an error in the previous version of this example.
Definition.
For 5 E g(X) let 5" = V {p E %(X) 1 p C t}, that is, 4" is the greatest congruence which is contained in 5. In this terminology, A iE, 5' = (n,,, 5')(). For each p E q(S) the J-class pJ is an interval in V(S) possessing a greatest and a least element, to be denoted by p' and pJ, respectively. It can be seen easily that pJ = (pa, E,), where F, is the identical relation on Z6. For each 5 E V(X), (5, E,) is a congruence aggregate. Also, (5, E,) is the least element within its J-class. In the following we shall describe the factor semigroup S/( 5, E,). This description also will be needed in the next section. 
Modularity of the congruence lattice
For S = (X; 4, f,.,) we give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the congruence lattice %(S) be contained in a variety V of modular lattices. In fact, we show that the results obtained in [2, Section 61 still remain true if the semilattice X is replaced by a strictly ordered set X.
Definition.
A partially ordered set (X, 5) is a tree if any two elements having a common upper bound are comparable.
Proposition 4.1. If %(S) is modular then X is a tree.
Proof. We have to show that each principal ideal ((.y] in X is totally ordered. Let p be a congruence on the semilattice (LY]. Then p U cX is a congruence on the strict set X. For let y # 6 E X such that y p U Ed 6. Then y,S E (a]. Suppose that /3 A y and p A 6 exist for some /3 E X. First, since y,6 5 (Y, also y A 6 exists and ypyr\GpG.
Therefore, In the following, the term 'tree' will denote a strictly ordered set X which in addition is a tree. Without proof we mention that each downwards directed tree is strictly ordered.
Proposition 4.2. For the tree X the following hold.
(1) %'(X) is a n-subsemiluttice of g(X), that is, p A 7 = p fl 7 for all p,~ E
q(X). (2) %(X) distributes completely over join, that is? (V p,) n 17 = V (p, n 7) for v,pi E q(X), i E I.

Proof. (1) Let p,q E S'(X).
We have to show that p fly is a congruence on X. In this case p A 77 = (p fY v)(' = p n 77 holds. Let (Y p fly p. There exist 6, y E X such that y,6 5 a,P, (Y p y p p and (Y 9 6 q p. Since X is a tree we may assume that y 5 6. Then (Y p 6 p p since the p-classes are convex. It follows that (Y p Cl 77 6 p f' 7 p. Finally, it is clear that (p fl 7)lCA, is a congruence on the semilattice (A] for each A E X. In any case, or U ((0, 0)} is the greatest nonuniversal congruence on ZF. If T = {cx} is a singleton, then instead of rfa) we simply shall write 7,.
In the following we shall omit several proofs. These proofs can be found easily by reformulating those of the analogous results in [2, Section 6] according to the present situation. Recall that an equivalence relation p on a set S saturates the subset A c S if A is the union of the p-classes it contains.
Definition.
Let 5 E Z(X), T E 9 and let pICTj = wJCTj U F~ denote the 'Rees congruence' on X with respect to J(T). Then T is weakly saturated by 5 if T is saturated by 5 II pJCTj.
Definition. Let p E +3(S) and T E F; then
P(T)=
or " ~7.. 
(S). Then p'(T) L ( V p')(T) f or all i and thus V p'( T) C (V p')(T). If T is not
weakly saturated by at least one ply, then V p'(T) = 77 = (V p')(T). Hence we may assume that T is weakly saturated by all p;. By Proposition 4.2, %(X) distributes completely over join. In particular, (V pfY) fl pJcT) = V ( pfY n pJcTI), where pJc7.) = wJcr) U &x E q(X). It follows that T is weakly saturated by _ -(V p') y. Let x.y E Zs so that X ( V P')~ 9. By definition there exist X, , . . , X, E IT-and X~ ,y, E Xn, xk E I2, y, E Ii,. such that xk V p' y,,, Let k be fixed.
There exist 1, . , m E I, z, E Zy", for certain 7, so that X~ = z. p' z, . . . p'" z5, = Y A+, . By Lemma 2.14, for each i there is v, 5 r,_, ,-y,, r,_, p$ u, PI -y,, so that z,+f,, ,.,; P'Z,fv,+ By induction it can be seen that there is Ek 9 v, , . . , v,,, such that (Ye VP', Ed Vp; Ph+,. Since a,,Pki, E T and T is weakly saturated by VP',, F~ E T. Further, for each k there is 6, E T such that ykfC(i,Sk = xk fa,,8,.
Since T is directed, there is 6 E T satisfying 6 5 6, ,F~ for all k (15 k 5 n). By Lemma 4.10, we get
The element 6 does not depend on k and y, ffi,,A = xh &.
It follows that x V p'ls, y for certain x E X, y E y so that X V p'(T) y. Consequently, rrr is a complete V -homomorphism. On the other hand. let p,n E %'(S) and T E 3. First, (p n v)(T) C p(T) f' q(T) trivially holds. Assume that T is weakly saturated by p7 as well as by nr and let X ( pT n n7.) jj for certain x,y E 1;. Now X p, j implies that there exist x,3.. . 3 x,, E I;., x,,y, E x,, x, E I,;, y, E I;,, and x, p y,+, For i there exists 6,s c$,P,l, such that -U&, P yltlfp ,,,_ <?,. Since T is weakly saturated by p9, 6, E T for all i. Also, for each i there exists -y, E T so that x, f,,,, = yi ffit,?, . Since T is directed there is y E T such that y 5 y,, , y,! ,a,, . , a,,_, . By Lemma 4.10, x&.y P Y,+,ffi,_ ,.y for all i. Hence there exist x E X n It, y E 9 r-11; so that x p y. By analogy WC obtain that u n u for u E X f' fz, u E 7 n Iji for some 6 E T. Now there exists E E T so that s := xf,,, = uf8,, E X and r := yf?,, = vf,., E 7 and s p fl q I. Whence X (p fl n) ,. ~7. Now we consider the case of T being weakly saturated by pv but not by n ?. Let X pr jJ for certain X, 7 E If. Then there exist x E X, y E j so that .Y p y as the above argument shows. The elements x and y may be chosen within the same $-class 1:. Now there exist /3 e T, y E T. y 1 p so that /3 nY y. Since T is directed there is 6 E T, 6 5 y,a. Since X is a tree, 6 and p are comparable and /3 < 6 since T is convex. Also, p nu y implies p ny 6. Further, (/3, G)ffp, since T is weakly saturated by pu. Let u = xf,,8 and v = yfa,G. By Lemma 4.10, u p v. Since T is weakly saturated by pr, u p u implies that sub E S, e avb E S, for all a,b E Sk. 
Strict regular semigroups
In this section we shall obtain further details concerning the congruence lattice Proof. Let p,~ E 'X(S) and e < f E E(S). Then e E Zz, f E Zz for some P < LY.
Further, e <f implies e ~ff,,~ and hence e = ffa,,, since distinct idempotents within the same $-(= 9-)class are not comparable.
Therefore, e p fif and only if apv pandev f if and only if (Y nv, 0. Consequently, J c U. Conversely, let p U rl and a pv p. Then a pv y pv p for some y 5 a,/3. Let e E E(Zz), f E E(I,*). Then ef,,,3ffp., E EU*y) and e P efcr.,,, ff,,, p f. Since p U 7, this yields er) ef,,, and ff,,, n f. By Lemma 2.2, (Y n$ y nY 0, that is, pv C vy. Dually also nv c py so thatp.Zn. Cl
Corollary 5.2. Let S = (X; I,, fa,p) be strict reguhr, x E Z*,, y E 1; and p E g(S).
Then
(1) PO = (py7 %)3
(2) x pu Y G a py P and xf,., = yfp.y for SOme Y E spy.
Proof.
(1) It has been pointed out in Section 3 that pJ = (pu, F~). 
Let xE
Ker( p v x), x E I:. Then x (p v %) x2 E 1: for some p 5 cr and (Y pF p. In a completely O-simple semigroup each Z-class is a group or is null (that is, the product of any two elements of this 5?-class is zero). Consequently, H,z is a group since x2 = (~f,,,~)' 9 A$;,,~. B y pr = qv and cy pv p we have x 7 xfa,p X (xf,,p)2 = x2. In particular, x E Ker(n v 5Y) since x' Z e for some e E E(S). By analogy we have Ker(n v 2) c Ker(p v 9Z). q The remaining statements concern the modularity of the congruence lattice. Reformulating a result of Jones [9, Proposition 2.31 according to the present case we obtain the following. Consequently, S is tight if and only if f,,,s has the mentioned property whenever (Y > p. Suppose that S is tight. Let 5 E %(X) and Cw > p E Xl<. Suppose first that Cu has no least element. We consider the congruence V~ on S,(,-, for T = G as defined in Section 2. Since there is 6 E X/t such that 6 < 6, 15 is not an ideal in X and hence I, really is O-simple. Let y E J(T). If y E J( T)\T then all elements in Z*, are a,-equivalent.
If y E T then there is 6 < y, 6 E T. In particular, x (TV xf,,& for all x E ZT. Let H, be a maximal subgroup of 1;. Then x (TV xf,.& = ef,,, oT e for all x E H,. Moreover, by the description of the partial homomorphisms from the nonzero part of a Brandt semigroup to the nonzero part of a Brandt semigroup it follows that f,.@ is constant on each %?-class H c Zz so that x uT y for any x-equivalent elements x and y. Consequently, R c (TV and thus by Theorem 5.8, Z, is a combinatorial Brandt semigroup.
In particular, 7: = E, so that 7z C Ker f6,B. Now suppose that 6 has the least element (Y. Then I, g I,. Let --x,y E I$. Then X = xg; and j = yv6 for unique x,y E Zz. Let /? E X/t so that p < Cr. There is p E p so that p < (Y. Since ~f,,~ = yfa,P whenever x 2 y and X %?ln j if and only if x %,;, y we have 2fG,p = (xf,,,)q = ( yf,.,)ap = YfG,p whenever X % j. Consequently, 7: c Ker f&,p. 0
Since for strict inverse semigroups the properties of being tight and being completely tight are equivalent, by Theorem 4.13 we have obtained the following.
